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Abstra t

We derive apa ity formulas and strategies for
transmission
over the the hannel Y = X + S + N ,
1 E kXk2  PX , where the interferen e S is a (strong)
n
sto hasti pro ess or an arbitrarily varying sequen e,
known ausally or with nite anti ipation at the transmitter but not at the re eiver. In the ausal side information ase, we show that strategies asso iated with
entropy onstrained quantizers provide lower and upper
bounds on the apa ity. At high SNR onditions, i.e.,
if N is weak relative to the power onstraint PX , these
bounds oin ide, the optimum strategies take the form
of s alar latti e translations, and the apa ity loss due
to not having S at the re eiver is shown to be exa tly
the \shaping gain" 0.254 bit. We also extend these
ideas to any SNR and to non- ausal side information,
by in orporating \MMSE weighting", and by using kdimensional latti es. For Gaussian N , the apa ity
loss of this s heme is upper bounded by 0:5 log(2eGk ),
where Gk is the normalized se ond moment of the latti e. These results provide an information theoreti
framework for the study of ommon ommuni ation
problems su h as pre oding for intersymbol interferen e hannels.
1. Introdu tion

Consider a hannel with side information (SI) at
the transmitter as introdu ed by Shannon [1℄. Let X ,
Y and S denote the input, output and state alphabets
of the hannel, respe tively, with transition probability
p(yjx; s) and with state probabilities given by p(s). The
transmitter has a ess to the side information. This
problem lassi ally divides into two ategories, a ording to whether the en oder observes the state pro ess
ausally, or anti ipates future states. In the ausal ase,
onsidered by Shannon [1℄, the en oder maps the message w 2 f1; 2; :::2nRg into X n using fun tions
xi = fi (w; si1 ) 1  i  n
(1)
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where si1 = s1; : : : ; si are the states up to time i. In the
non- ausal ase, onsidered by Gelfand and Pinsker [2℄,
the en oder observes the entire state sequen e before
generating the ode sequen e, thus
xi = fi (w; sn1 ) 1  i  n:
(2)
In both ases, the re eiver de odes the message w from
the whole re eived ve tor as w^ = g(y1n).
1.1. Shannon's apa ity formula

For a general memoryless hannel p(yjx; s), with
memoryless states, Shannon [1℄ showed that the apa ity is equal to the regular apa ity of an asso iated
DMC. The input alphabet of the asso iated hannel,
denoted T , is the set of all possible mappings
t:S !X
whi h we refer to as strategies or strategy fun tions.
Therefore jT j = jXjjSj. The output y of the derived
hannel is related to the input t a ording to the transition probability
p(yjt) =

and also

X

s



p(s)p y x = t(s); s

p(y1n jtn1 ) =

n
Y
i=1

p(yi jti ):



(3)
(4)

Thus, the apa ity with side information at the transmitter is given by, [1℄, C = maxp(t) I (T ; Y ), where the
maximization is taken over the distribution p(t) of the
random variable T 2 T . This result an readily be
extended to the ase where the alphabets X ,Y ,S are
the real line and where the transmitter is subje t to an
average power onstraint PX to yield
C (PX ) =
max I (T ; Y )
(5)
p(t):E ft(s)2 gPX

1.2. Additive noise with a power onstraint

We onsider the spe i hannel model
Y = X + S + N;
(6)
where S is known at the en oder, and N is a statisti ally independent r.v. In [3℄ Costa studied the
ase where S and N are Gaussian random variables,
with varian es PS and PN respe tively, and where
the en oder is non ausal with unlimited anti ipation, i.e., has knowledge of the entire state sequen e
S1 ; S2 : : : ; Sn at the beginning of transmission. He
showed
that in this ase the apa ity is equal to
1 log(1 + PX =PN ) where PX is the power onstraint
2
of the transmitter. Therefore the noise S does not inur any loss in apa ity in this ase.
Finding expli it solutions for the ausal sideinformation ase seems a harder problem. Also, it
is interesting to know how mu h is lost in apa ity
with respe t to the non ausal ase, and with respe t to the ase where the side information is available also at the re eiver side. Willems des ribed in
[4℄ a ausal oding s heme in whi h the en oder uses
some of its power to onvert the noise S into a disrete r.v. whose support is an equally spa ed latti e
(: : : ; 3A; 2A; A; 0; A; 2A; 3A; : : :) whi h e e tively
leaves us with a Gaussian noise hannel. However, this
s heme entails a power loss due to this \noise on entration" pro ess, equal to A2 =12 when A2  PS . In [5℄
Willems refers to s hemes whi h ir umvent the power
loss of \noise on entration".
The paper presents new results regarding the hannel (6), where N may or may not be Gaussian, and the
side information is either ausal or available with anti ipation. Se tion 2 provides expli it apa ity formulas and optimum strategies for ausal side information.
Se tion 3 proposes eÆ ient s hemes for side information known with nite anti ipation. Se tion 4 dis usses
an ellation of arbitrary interferen e while Se tion 5
links the results to the intersymbol interferen e (ISI)
pre oding problem.
2. Results for Causal En oding

We rst treat the asymptoti ase of strong i.i.d.
interferen e, i.e., PS  PX . This greatly simpli es the
treatment, while still in urs only a nite penalty relative to the ase of S  0 whi h we shall quantify. To
that end, assume S is of the form S = S0 where
S0 has a uniformly ontinuous p.d.f. Note that the
limit ! 1 orresponds to (\in nitely") strong interferen e. De ne C (PX ) = lim !1 C (PX ), where
C (PX ) is the apa ity with ausal side information

(5) with S = S0 . We begin with a ausal en oder and
rst give a general formula for the apa ity. De ne
C~ (PX ) = h(S )
inf h(f (S ) + N ) (7)
f 2F (PX )

where h() denotes di erential entropy, F (PX ) = ff :
E [f (S ) S ℄2 g  PX and S = S0 .
Theorem 1

C (PX ) = upper onvex envelope of C~ (PX ):

where C~ (PX ) = lim !1 C~ (PX )

(8)

The dire t part of the theorem follows from the observation that C~ (PX ) an be a hieved by the following
s heme. The transmitter uses an input alphabet that
onsists of strategies belonging to
AL = ft : t(s) = t0 (s ); j j < Lg:
(9)
where t0(s) + s 2 F (PX ). That is, all strategies are a
shift of a single strategy of power PX , with the shift
being restri ted to some L. For suÆ iently large L, a
uniform distribution on AL indu es an output entropy
h(Y ) = h(S ) + o(1) where o(1) ! 0 as ! 1. Therefore, to a hieve apa ity, t0 should be hosen so that it
minimizes h(Y jT ) = h(t0(S ) + S + N ). Note that f (s)
of (7) orresponds to t0(s) + s.
2.1. A bound via entropy onstrained quantization

From Theorem 1 we see that the apa ity formula
involves nding an optimal f (), minimizing h(f (S ) +
N ) subje t to the power onstraint, f 2 F (PX ). The
following theorem links this problem to that of nding
the optimal entropy onstrained quantizer of S . Let
Hmin (S; D) = inf H (Q(S ))
denote the minimum entropy in quantizing S with
mean squared distortion D, where H () denotes regular entropy and the in mum is over all quantizers Q
satisfying E [Q(S ) S ℄2  D.
Lemma 1 Suppose that N = N0 and that N0 has a
density. Then

C~ (PX )  h(S ) Hmin (S; PX ) h(N )
On the other hand, for any a > 0
C~ (PX ) 

h(S )
Hmin (S; [ (PX ) + a=2℄2)
h(N ) + I (N ; N + Za )
p

(10)
(11)

where the r.v. Za is independent of N and is uniformly
distributed over ( a=2; +a=2).

Clearly, as the varian e of N goes to zero, I (N ; N +
Za ) ! 0 for any a > 0 , implying
C~ (PX ) = h(S ) Hmin (S; PX ) h(N ) + ( ) (12)
where ( ) ! 0 as ! 0.
2.2. High SNR ase

We now restri t attention to the ase PN  PX 
By the well known result of Gish and Pier e from
high resolution quantization theory [6, 7℄, the optimum
entropy onstrained quantizer is asymptoti allyp uniform, implying that Hmin(S; D) = h(S ) log 12D
for D=PS ! 0. Hen e, by Lemma 1 the apa ity with
ausal side information is given asymptoti ally by
1
(13)
C (PX ) = log 12PX h(N ) + o(1);
2
where lim !0 lim !1 o(1) = 0. Therefore the asymptoti rate loss with respe t to the no-interferen e ase
PS = 0 (or equivalently, to having S also at the reeiver), is equal to the \shaping gain", 12 log 212e 
0:254 bit. Note that this result holds for any noise
N.
Using a uniform quantizer as f () in (7), the dire t part of Theorem 1 indi ates an expli it en oding
s heme. We hoose t0 (s) = Q(s) s where Qp() is
a uniform s alar quantizer with step size  = 12PX .
We now apply a uniform distribution upon the lass of
strategies whi h are shifts of t0
tv = Q (s v) + v s
= [v s℄ mod 
(14)
where due to periodi nature of t0, the shifts may be
limited to the interval v 2 ( 2 ; + 2 ). Therefore, X =
Q(S V ) + V S . It is known , [8℄, that X 
U ( 2 ; + 2 ) as well, so EX 2 = PX as desired. Using
this input distribution, the de oder re eives
Y = X + S + N = Q(S V ) + V + N
(15)
Invoking
a modulo operation to the basi interval
( 2 ; + 2 ℄ (whi h is an information lossless operation
when S is strong), the resulting output is Ymod  V +
N , where the approximation follows sin e PN  PX .
This gives rise to the rate
I (V ; Ymod)  h(V ) h(N )
(16)
= log  h(N )
(17)
= 21 log 12PX h(N ): (18)
Hen e, in light of (13) this s heme is asymptoti ally
optimal.
The idea behind the s heme in (14) resembles that
of the te hnique for information embedding in [9℄.
PS .

2.3. General SNR ase

Dropping the high SNR assumption, we propose an
eÆ ient strategy based on an \in ated" latti e. This
s heme uses a s aling oeÆ ient, 0 <  1, e e tively produ ing2 at the re eiver end a latti e with ells
of power PX = , at the expense of adding2 an additional noise omponent with varian e 1 PX . The
s aling fa tor should be hosen so as to maximize the
orresponding mutual information. A detailed exposition of the s heme is presented in the next seP tion,
taking k = 1. A tentative hoi e of = Px+xPN is
lose to optimal for Gaussian N , yielding in the limit
as PX =PN ! 0 a rate of 0:2PX =PN nats, indi ating
that the rate loss due to ausality is bounded by 7dB.
3. Results for Non ausal Side Information

We an link our result to Costa's by allowing the
en oder to anti ipate k states ahead. We generalize the
s heme above by employing an (optimal) latti e ve tor
quantizer Q() instead of the s alar one of (15). That
is, we now apply a uniform distribution over the family
of strategies
tv = Q ( s v) + v s
= [v s℄ mod 
(19)
where all ve tors are k-dimensional and where v is a
member of a basi Voronoi region of the (optimal) latti e  having a se ond moment PX . Upon re eption, Y
is multiplied by and then redu ed modulo  resulting
in
Y0 = Y mod 
(20)
The resulting hannel is a modulo- additive noise
hannel des ribed by the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (In ated latti e lemma) The hannel

de ned by (6),(19) and (20) satis es

Y0 = V + N0 :
with

N0 =

h

(1

)U +

(21)
i

(22)

N:

where U is a r.v. distributed uniformly over the
Voronoi region of  and addition is modulo-.

The orresponding rate is
Rate(k) = I (V; Y)
= h(Y0 ) h(N0)
= 21 log(PX =Gk )

h(N0 ):

(23)
(24)
(25)

For optimum latti es Gk ! 1=2e as k ! 1, and
we also have that the noise U tends to a Gaussian
distribution . Choosing = PXP+XPN we have
Var(N 0) = (1 )2 Var(U) + 2 Var(N) (26)
= PPNN+PPXX

When the noise N is Gaussian, N0 is also Gaussian (as
k ! 1) and we have


Rate(k = 1) = 21 log(2ePX ) log 2e PPNN+PPXX
= 21 log(1 + PPXN ):
(27)

Therefore for Gaussian noise as k ! 1 there is no loss
at all. This oin ides with the results of [3℄. Note that
this result holds at any SNR.
4. Arbitrarily Varying Interferen e

We note that any interferen e sequen e known
at the transmitter an be \for ed" to omply with
the strong memoryless interferen e ondition by using
dithering te hniques. Assume that the transmitter and
re eiver have a ess to a ommon (pseudo) random
sour e. Then the tranmitter may add a very strong
i.i.d. dither signal Si0 to Si , resulting in Si00 = Si + Si0.
The en oding s heme, i.e. (19), is performed as before
with si being subsituted with s00i . The re eiver adds this
same dither upon re etion, i.e., Yi = Xi + Si + Si0 + Ni
and pro eeds as before. Therefore, Si + Si0 satis es the
required onditions, so the results of (18) and (27) hold
for any interferen e sequen e, even an arbitrarily varying one. In parti ular, for Gaussian N , the e e t of
any interferen e known at the transmitter non ausally
an be an elled ompletely, with no power loss.
5. Appli ation to Pre oding

We now brie y hint at the onne tion of the above
results to the problem of pre oding for ISI hannels.
Assume a dis rete time linear hannel model ( orresponding to a WMF front end)
Yi = Xi +

L
X
k=1

hk Xi k + Ni

(28)

where all quantities are real valued and Ni is i.i.d.
Gaussian. De ision feedba k is a well known te hnique
for an elling the e e t of the ISI at the re eiver side.
In P
pre oding (see, e.g., [10℄), one regards the ISI
term, Lk=1 hk Xi k as interferen e that is known to

the en oder but ignored by the re eiver. This ts our
hannel model of side information (the ISI term) at the
transmitter side, but for the fa t that the ISI term is
message dependent. However, this aw an be remedied by adding a strong (\in nite") dither signal as
done in Se tion 4, thereby produ ing a state sequen e
Si = ISIi +ditheri , whi h is message independent. This
being done, performan e hara terization and bounds
an be drawn from the previous se tions. One observation is that on ning the ISI an ellation to be ausal,
the optimal en oding method at high SNR is through
using as \input symbols" (strategies) uniform quantizers of the state sequen e. This is exa tly equivalent
to Tomlinson pre oding [11℄. This also proves that the
loss under these onstraints is exa tly the shaping gain.
The treatment an also be extended to more general
ISI hannel models than (28) su h as the MMSE-DFE
front end model and to non ausal pre oding along the
lines of Se tion 3.
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